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Abstract
Buffer chains used to drive large capacitive loads in CMOS circuits are important circuit
elements and are frequently in the critical path in high performance systems. In this thesis,
Post-Charge Logic, a recently developed dynamic circuit form is adapted to the buffering of
static signals. Almost a factor of two improvement is gained in delay over existing static
buffering techniques. It is shown how the noise vulnerabilities which normally afflict the
underlying PCL circuit elements used in this new static buffering scheme can be controlled.
The resulting circuits are robust enough to be straightforwardly integrated into generic CMOS
components with no special noise control features.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Driving large capacitive loads in CMOS circuits is an important circuit function, frequently in
the critical path in high performance systems. Common examples of performance-critical uses
of buffers include word-line drivers in memories, pad drivers, and buffers for heavily loaded
on-chip data buses or timing signals. In this thesis, new dynamic circuit forms and techniques
are adapted to the problem of buffering static signals in CMOS technologies.
Conventional static buffers are constructed from inverter chains with exponentially growing
inverter sizes. The basic derivation and analysis of exponentially growing buffer chains can be
found in any introductory CMOS circuit text [4]. Optimization, for speed, of scaling factors
between stages of buffering, and pullup to pulldown device size ratios has been studied in
great detail [9, 6, 7]. Other efforts to improve the performance of buffers have included the
use of low voltage swing transmitters and amplifying receivers, on-chip as well as off-chip [2].
Off-chip, low swing signaling is used to reduce power consumption. On-chip, this technique
yields some performance gain for driving mostly passive loads, such as wiring, but has no speed
advantages and has serious power penalties when the loading is in the receivers themselves,
such as a densely populated bus or timing signal.
Dynamic circuit forms enjoy higher speed performance, compared to static circuits, at
the expense of greater design complexity, especially with respect to timing considerations
and poorer noise immunity characteristics. By adapting dynamic circuits to the buffering of
static signals, almost a factor of two improvement of delay is achieved compared to existing
static buffering techniques. With the proper precautions, the adapted circuits are shown to
be immune to many of the noise problems which typically afflict dynamic circuit forms.
Engineering is about optimizing solutions for problems while keeping design complexity
at manageable levels. Digital CMOS designers are used to considering the tradeoffs among
various circuit forms in terms of speed, power, reliability, and many other properties. While it
is clear that no one circuit form can optimize for all the requirements of an entire chip design,
mixing circuit forms, such as static and dynamic, is usually considered risky, to be attempted
only by those seeking ultra high performance and willing to invest great engineering effort.
For example, in highly integrated custom designs such as high performance processors
or memories, complexity is controlled by using CAD tools to aid designers in verifying the
timing, noise immunity, and power dissipation, as well as the logical functionality of large and
intricate circuitry. Such tools may have the task of verifying worst case clock skews across an
entire microprocessor, or the operation of all the interacting blocks of a precharged arithmetic
unit, or the timing along a memory component's entire data path, from addresses to outputs.
Even with the most sophisticated CAD tools the design and verification of such projects is
still a formidable task.
In less critical sections of custom designs, such as standard cell based designs, or in non-
custom applications, such as ASICs and FPGAs, it may be inefficient or there may not be the
opportunity to tailor groups of interacting circuit components to work together. In this case,
modularity is called for, which places greater emphasis on noise immunity, timing robustness,
and simple, well defined signaling schemes rather than performance.
However, substantial gains are sometimes possible with a strategy including multiple cir-
cuit forms. High performance circuits can still be used in modular technologies if individual
basic blocks are carefully designed to conform to the imposed abstractions, so that the in-
terconnection of blocks remains a simple and straightforward task. This thesis demonstrates
a simple technique which takes advantage of the speed of self-resetting dynamic circuits to
buffer up signals in a mostly static circuit environment. The resulting buffers are designed to
have reasonable noise immunity, on par with fully complementary static circuits, without im-
posing special restrictions on nearby circuitry or on the system as a whole. Of course, fast and
reliable static buffers are clearly useful in any application where static signaling conventions
are called for. These buffers are also useful for automated or semi custom designs.
Post-Charge Logic (PCL) is a relatively new and promising dynamic CMOS circuit form
which, as we describe below, can be adapted for static signal buffering. PCL has recently
been used to implement very fast access and cycle time SRAMs [10, 3]. Plain PCL logic and
buffering is well suited to SRAMs which have fairly well controlled environments. There are a
small number of logic blocks to be designed, which are replicated in a uniform layout, and the
on-chip noise is predictable and manageable. With special consideration to robust design the
PCL based buffering techniques presented here should find widespread application in general
CMOS components with less controlled environments and noise than SRAMs.
Chapter 2 of this thesis reviews PCL operation and its performance advantages over other
logic families. The PCL based buffering technique for static signals is presented and compared
with static buffering in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 reviews the reliability issues which are shared
with other dynamic circuit forms and shows how the noise susceptibility can be controlled
allowing these buffers to be integrated onto arbitrary ICs with standard CMOS circuits.
Chapter 2
Review of Post-Charge Logic
This chapter reviews the operation of basic PCL buffer chains that are used in the following
chapter as the substrate for static signal buffers. The performance advantages of PCL with
respect to static circuits as well as to other dynamic circuit forms are examined. Finally, some
important aspects of circuit operation are discussed in more detail, including sizing of devices
and timing generation, leakage currents, and power-up initialization.
2.1 Circuit Description
PCL is a self-resetting form of precharged logic. The key feature of PCL is that each stage
is precharged some delay after it has finished evaluating. There is no common precharge clock
signal. The use of post-charge instead of precharge in the name emphasizes the somewhat
ambiguous property that stages are reset to their standby state just after evaluation rather
than just before. This action results in the representation of data as the presence or absence
of pulses rather than voltage levels. Evaluation at a stage will either leave the stage in its
standby state or cause it to generate the leading edge of a pulse. In the second case, the
resetting of that stage would then generate the back edge of the pulse.
The key devices in a PCL buffer chain are shown in Figure 2-1. Each stage has a forward
device (labeled F), which propagates the leading edge of a pulse, and a reset device (labeled
R), which resets the stage in preparation for the next pulse. There are alternating stages
with n-channel or p-channel forward devices. This particular flavor of PCL resembles NORA
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Figure 2-1: Key devices in a PCL buffer chain. Devices labeled F buffer leading edges of
pulses. Devices labeled R reset stages to their standby state. The input either remains low
or triggers the chain with a positive pulse.
logic [5]. Reset signals are conveniently provided by the outputs of later stages.
Figure 2-2 shows idealized waveforms of the PCL buffer being triggered by an input pulse.
The leading input edge propagates down the chain successively triggering the forward devices
of each stage. The output of the fifth stage is used as the reset signal for the first stage. When
the fifth stage triggers, the reset device of the first stage is activated and resets the first stage
to its standby state. The assumption is made that the input pulse terminates before the first
stage reset is activated, so that the reset device does not fight the stage's forward device. The
first stage must then reset before the second stage reset signal arrives from the output of the
sixth stage, so that the second stage can also reset without contention.
Pulse widths are determined by how far down the chain reset signals are taken from. The
number of stages must be chosen to provide pulse widths adequately large to reliably switch
all nodes, and is restricted to be an even number (Figure 2-1 shows the case for 4 stages).
Four stages is typically the minimum number that result in comfortable pulse widths. The
pulse widths determine the maximum bandwidth of the buffer, so the minimum number of
stages acceptable should be used. Note that the choice of number of stages for reset delays
is not a function of the device size scale up factor between stages. Smaller scale up factors
result in narrower pulses but also smaller rise and fall times at each stage. The assumption
is made that the scale up factor is relatively constant across the stages of the same buffer.
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Figure 2-2: Idealized waveforms of PCL buffer operation. The leading pulse edge propagates
down the chain. The outputs of later stages are used as the reset signals to earlier stages.
For example, the arrival of the leading edge to the fifth stage begins to reset the first stage,
generating the back pulse edge at the first stage.
Conventional inverters are needed at the end of the chain to reset the last few PCL stages, as
shown in Figure 2-3.
2.2 Performance Advantages
Compared to static circuits, PCL shares some performance advantages with other precharged
circuit forms. Most importantly, as with NORA logic, speed is improved by smaller output
loading at each stage. A stage's output loading is the sum of its own self loading and,
effectively, only one device in the next stage, either the n-channel or p-channel forward device.
Complementary logic stages must drive both pullup and pulldown devices in succeeding stages.
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Figure 2-3: Normal inverters reset the last stages of a PCL buffer.
This amounts to almost a factor of 2 ratio of loadings per stage, on average. While a PCL
stage does also drive the reset device of some stage back in the buffer chain, because the stages
of a buffer scale up exponentially, the additional loading due to a reset device several stages
back is negligible.
Another shared advantage over complementary logic, though of much smaller significance,
is the avoidance of contention between pullups and pulldowns during switching. With correct
operation, reset devices are turned off while a stage is propagating a leading pulse edge, so
all current sourced or sunk by the forward device is used to charge or discharge the output
loading. In complementary circuits some current is diverted to the opposite supply rail before
the input has fully switched and turned off the opposing devices.
PCL also has an advantage over other dynamic circuit families. Unlike NORA logic or other
forms of DOMINO [8], PCL requires no clocked series evaluate devices to avoid contention
during precharging. PCL relies on the correct timing of pulses to insure proper precharging.
This eliminates the series resistance of the evaluate device from the forward charging or
discharging path.
A further advantage, since PCL is self-resetting, is that no loading is incurred by any
distributed clock due to either precharge or evaluate devices. There are more timing signals
to route in a PCL circuit, but these are all local.
2.3 Reset Device Sizing and Timing
While "self-resetting" and "asynchronous" have been used to describe PCL, the buffer shown
does not conform to asynchronous design methodologies. The reset signals are not proper
completion signals and there is no control circuitry to regulate the signal flow. The buffer is
certainly not delay insensitive. Proper precharging relies on the correct sizing of reset devices
and local, controlled layout of reset signals. Note that the lack of proper completion detectors
is only a property of the PCL buffer chains shown here. Arbitrary PCL networks generally
require separate completion detectors.
For reliable operation, the buffer requires that pulses driving forward devices terminate
before reset pulses arrive. If this condition is met, the resetting of a node depends on reset
device size, load, and pulse width, not on the duration of pulse overlaps or the ratio of reset
to forward device widths. The non-overlap of forward and reset pulses also eliminates the
possibility of any current being wasted.
Reset signals for successive stages are taken from the outputs of successive stages down-
stream in the buffer chain. Each reset device has one stage delay to reset its node and turn
off the forward device in the next stage before the reset device in the next stage is activated
by the forward propagating wave downstream. Reliable operation is achieved by sizing reset
devices to reset their nodes faster than forward edges propagate.
Two factors make choosing appropriate reset device sizes easy. First, because of the
exponential scale up of stages, a reset device is dwarfed by and negligibly loads the stage
downstream which provides the reset signal. This means that reset device sizes can be chosen
without having to consider the effect of the gate loads on the speed of the circuit. Of course,
the drain parasitics of a reset device will still have some effect on the loading at its own stage.
Even this loading, however, is somewhat dwarfed by the gate loading of the forward device in
the following stage.
Second, the desired relative timing of signals will track process variations well because
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Figure 2-4: Relative signal timings track process variations due to matching device types in
signal paths.
relevant matching timings are generated by matching device types (p-channel or n-channel).
For example, with the weak p-channel device process corner, the slower resetting of stage 1
by device P1 in Figure 2-4 is compensated in two ways. Slower p-channel forward devices
throughout the chain will make pulses longer, giving reset devices like P1 more active time.
This is not much of an issue since pulse widths are wide enough for forward devices to fully
switch their nodes and reset devices are sized to reset nodes faster than forward edges prop-
agate down the chain. In this case, pulse widths are implicitly wide enough for reset devices
by a comfortable margin. More importantly, since device P6 in stage 6 is also slower, there is
more time between the arrival of reset signals to stages 1 and 2. This gives device P1 more
time to turn off the forward device in stage 2 before the corresponding reset device, N2, is
activated. All relative timings between reset signals are similarly maintained across process
variations.
The additional requirement for controlling the delay sensitivity of this circuit is that wires
not introduce significant relative delays. This just means that the stages of the buffer should
be laid out adjacent to each other. It will be shown that keeping the layout localized has
many other reliability advantages.
Because of the relative simplicity of buffer chains, the steps required to generate reliable
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Figure 2-5: PCL buffers with keeper devices.
timings in a delay sensitive way, as outlined above, are not very difficult. The advantages
gained are simple, lean circuits with minimized latency and bandwidth penalties.
2.4 Initialization
PCL buffers do not require any additional circuitry for proper initialization on power up.
Starting from the beginning of the buffer, any stage which does not start in the reset state
triggers a forward pulse which eventually resets that and all succeeding stages.
2.5 Leakage Currents
Real PCL stages include small keeper devices not shown in Figure 2-1, which keep the
precharged state, compensating for leakage currents. Two full PCL stages, including keeper
devices, are shown in Figure 2-5. The keepers are not large enough to significantly affect the
performance of the buffer.
Chapter 3
Buffering Static Signals with PCL
In this chapter, the PCL buffer chains discussed above are used to construct low latency buffers
for static signals. The operation of the buffers is described and the latency performance
compared to that of standard static buffers that are also optimized for low latency. The
resulting bandwidths for both kinds of buffers is also compared and discussed. Experimental
results from a test chip constructed to verify latency performance are presented. The last
section discusses a number of circuit refinements and variations for special applications.
3.1 Circuit Description
In order to use PCL to buffer static signals, the pulsed data representation of the underlying
PCL buffer chains must be hidden at the input and output of the static buffer. This is
accomplished straightforwardly by converting edges to pulses at the input of the buffer, and
pulses back to edges at the output. A conceptual block diagram of the circuit used is shown
in Figure 3-1. Edge to pulse converters trigger either the upper or lower PCL buffers on rising
or falling input edges respectively. The PCL buffers activate either the last stage pullup or
pulldown for one pulse width to generate the corresponding edge on the output.
The buffer shown is static since the output does not depend on any clock signal, but only
changes with the input. However, unlike conventional buffers, the PCL buffer is vulnerable to
input glitches. As discussed later, the bandwidth of the buffer is limited by the pulse widths
in the PCL chains. Therefore, inputs which are not hazard free or may cause very narrow
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Figure 3-1: Conceptual block diagram of PCL based buffer. Input edges are converted to
pulses which trigger one of two PCL buffers. The PCL buffers apply pulses to either the
pullup or pulldown of the large final stage, which generate output edges. The upper PCL
chain (labeled PCL N) ends with an N stage (precharged high), the lower one with a P stage
(predischarged low).
pulses must be deglitched, for example by latching.
Note also that the buffer in Figure 3-1 can only drive capacitive loads. After the pulses
which activate the final stage drivers end, the output is in a high impedance state. The section
on circuit variations will discuss buffering for resistive loads and capacitive loads of unknown
size.
An implementation of the static buffer with four stages of buffering is shown in Figure 3-2.
Edge to pulse conversion at the input is achieved with an inverter delay line and the NAND
structures included in the first stage of each PCL buffer. The delay line doubles as a buffer
for the small output-node keeper devices.
The delay generated by the input delay line should match or be smaller than the 4 PCL
stage pulse widths of the buffers, in order to avoid overlap with the reset signal to the first
stage. Of course, the delay should be adequate to allow the buffer stages to fully switch. The
input delay line can be longer than 3 inverters if its scale up factor is small enough compared
to the PCL buffers. The delays of PCL stages and inverters track process variations similarly
enough to make delay generation painless.
The first PCL stages require two keeper devices, driven by the input and its delayed
complement, because the stages must be able to stay precharged indefinitely after both a
i
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Figure 3-2: Implementation of static buffer with 4 stages of buffering. Forward devices are
labeled F, reset devices R, and keepers K. Devices corresponding to the same PCL stage are
highlighted.
triggering input edge and the opposite edge. Among the stacked devices, those closer to their
output nodes should be driven by the input, while the devices closer to the rails are driven by
the delayed complement. This arrangement avoids any charge sharing problems.
The keepers of the last PCL stages (the third buffer stages in Figure 3-2) serve an im-
portant role besides compensating for leakage currents. These keepers must be large enough
to compensate for the coupling effects caused by the parasitic gate to drain capacitances of
the last stage devices. For example, when the output is discharged, the voltage at the gate of
the last stage pullup will fall due to gate to drain coupling. The node is vulnerable because
it is in a high impedance state during this switching (the node's reset device will generally
already be turned off). The resulting voltage bump must not be allowed to turn on the pullup,
1st stage reset delay
since this would interfere with the discharging of the output. Appropriate sizing of the keeper
devices can be determined from worst case voltage swings, capacitance ratios, and channel
resistances. Typical resulting keeper sizes are not far out of line with the keepers of other
PCL stages.
Figure 3-3 shows simulated waveforms of the operation of the four stage static buffer.
Waveforms from top to bottom show the progression of signals from input to output. The
effects of positive input edges are tracked through the upper PCL chain in the left hand
column and negative edges through the lower PCL chain in the right. Note the voltage bumps
on the outputs of the third stages which result from coupling to the final output through the
drain to gate parasitics of the last stage devices. The coupled disturbances are kept well below
device thresholds (about .8 volts for the process corner shown) and are eventually dissipated
by the third stage keeper devices.
"1
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Figure 3-3: Simulated waveforms showing the static buffer operation. The top row shows the
input and its delayed complement, duplicated in both columns for convenience. The second
row shows outputs of the edge to pulse conversion stages of the upper and lower PCL chains,
on the left and right respectively. The third row shows the third buffer stage outputs. The
bottom row shows the final buffer output, duplicated in both columns for convenience.
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3.2 Performance Evaluation
3.2.1 Latency
Figure 3-4 shows a comparison of simulated delays for simple inverter chains and the PCL
based buffers. The graph plots the ratio of the standard buffer delay to the PCL buffer delay
for a range of buffer sizes measured by input to output load ratios. All simulated buffers have
optimized device sizes and number of stages, ignoring whether the buffers are inverting or not.
The simulations were performed with HSPICE using an available 1p drawn channel length
process. The details of the simulation conditions and the device sizes in the buffers are given
in the Appendix.
For large buffer sizes, above buffering factors of one hundred, the latency ratio approaches
almost a factor of 2. The disparity falls off for smaller buffers because a delay penalty is
taken in the edge to pulse conversion performed in the first stage of the PCL buffers and
because of the added input loading associated with the input delay line. These penalties
are proportionately more significant for smaller buffers. The PCL buffers do not become
appreciably faster than the standard buffers until buffering factors of about 20, below which
the added complexity of the PCL buffers makes them an unattractive choice.
3.2.2 Bandwidth
The bandwidth of the PCL buffers is limited by the constraint that conflicting pulses do not
overlap. Conflicting pulses would be the forward and reset pulses at a buffer stage, or the
forward pulses at the last stage pullup and pulldown. Therefore, the cycle time of the buffer
is determined by the pulse widths.
Ideally, with a known output load, bandwidth could be maximized by using scale up factors
throughout a buffer such that the resulting pulse widths were just wide enough to fully switch
the output. However, in both inverter chains and the PCL buffers, there is a tradeoff between
bandwidth and latency for scale up factors smaller than those which optimize latency alone.
Smaller scale up factors give higher bandwidth but longer latency. For inverter chains and
PCL buffers both optimized for latency, the resulting bandwidths are equal.
A study could be made comparing buffers optimized for both latency and bandwidth simul-
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Figure 3-4: Ratio of standard buffer delay to PCL buffer delay versus total input to output
buffer up factor. Both standard and PCL buffers are optimized with respect to number of
stages and device sizes.
taneously, however, there are no apparent applications for generic buffers such as these, where
such optimization is relevant. For example, communication circuits require high bandwidth
components but do not generally have latency requirements. Circuits which perform any
amount of processing require low latency components, while the bandwidth of such circuits is
dominated by the latency of groups of elements between pipeline stages, not by the individual
component bandwidths. One obvious exception is memory applications where both low la-
tency and high bandwidth circuit elements could be key, but memory circuits are specialized
enough to be designed as an integrated whole rather than with generic components.
1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage
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Figure 3-5: PCL output pad driver used in test chip. Device widths are in units of 0.8yi. Some
keeper devices are not shown.
3.2.3 Experimental Results
The speed of the PCL buffers was tested by using them as simple output pad drivers. A test
chip was manufactured through the MOSIS service in the same process used in the simulations.
The basic pad driver used is shown in Figure 3-5. In simulation, the pad buffers from a typical
input load to a 20 pf output load, for a total buffer up factor of 400, in 900 ps under nominal
conditions. This is 60% the delay of a pad driven by inverter chains under the same loading
conditions.
In the test setup a signal generator directly drives an input pad on the chip. The input
receiver consists of two inverters. A 240/t on-chip wire connects the input pad to the output
pad. Two scope probes are used to measure the delay between the input and output pins.
reset delay
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Figure 3-6: The simulation model for the test chip's input to output path. The model includes
all package, bonding, and on-chip parasitics. The entire path is simulated for comparison to
measured input pad to output pad delay.
Package parasitics and the scope probe on the output pin serve as the output loading. The
measured delay is less than 1.8 ns. This agrees very well with the 1.7 ns simulated delay of
the entire path including estimated capacitive and inductive parasitics of the packaging and
bonding wires. The entire simulated path is shown in Figure 3-6.
3.3 Circuit Variations
3.3.1 Resistive Loads
A buffer capable of driving resistive loads, or more generally one which does not leave the
output in a high impedance state, can be easily produced by adding one complementary
inverter stage at the end of the buffer shown in Figure 3-1. The added inverter isolates the
high impedance output of the pulse to edge conversion stage from the output of the buffer. In
this respect, the inverter serves a purpose similar to the output inverter in standard DOMINO
logic, although in this case the inverter is not also needed to produce a particular polarity
output for functional reasons. There is, of course, a latency penalty associated with the added
output inverter which operates at the standard latency per stage rate rather than the PCL
rate.
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Figure 3-7: This resetting scheme keeps reset devices in the last 4 PCL stages of each chain
active through opposite output transitions. The keepers of the last PCL stages do not have
to be sized to overcome drain to gate coupling effects of the pulse to edge conversion devices.
3.3.2 Alternate Resetting Scheme
In Figure 3-2 the PCL buffer chains employ their default end inverters for reset generation.
That arrangement follows directly from the underlying PCL chains used, and was introduced
for clarity. Another end of chain reset generation scheme is shown in the buffer of Figure 3-7.
The resets are generated by delaying the output of the entire buffer rather than the individual
PCL chains. This modifies the behavior of the reset signals. Each reset still turns on 4 stage
delays after the forward signal edge at the corresponding stage, but the reset does not turn off
one pulse width later. Rather, the reset signals to the last 4 stages of each PCL chain remain
active through the opposite output transition.
The interesting effect of the prolonged resets is in the last PCL stage of each chain. Those
reset devices now also serve the purpose of overcoming the disturbance coupled from drain
to gate in the pulse to edge conversion devices during the opposite output transitions. This
frees the small keeper devices of those stages from that burden, so that they no longer require
special sizing. Note that the prolonged resets do not obviate the need for keepers at those
stages. The reset devices are still inactive between the opposite output transition and the
next triggering of their own PCL chain, during which time the precharged state must still be
maintained by keepers.
This resetting scheme does not change the latency of the buffer, nor do the prolonged
resets affect the bandwidth since resets do turn off in time for the next forward pulses, as
limited by the other constraints. Finally, Figure 3-7 shows a single delay chain generating the
end resets for both PCL buffers. The routing of those resets to both halves could result in a
cumbersome layout. A more localized layout can be produced by using separate delay chains
for each half of the buffer. In this case, only the output must be routed to two places (in
addition to the load, of course).
3.3.3 Low Voltage Swing Outputs
The end of the capacitive load buffer can be modified slightly for applications with a low
voltage positive supply for the final output, such as a low swing pad driver with the output
swing near ground. In this case, an n-channel device can be used as a pullup in the last stage.
The pullup will operate in the linear region and not suffer a large back gate effect for output
swings considerably smaller than the on-chip positive supply. A small advantage is gained
due the smaller pullup device size required. The use of the n-channel pullup requires that the
upper PCL buffer chain end in a p-stage.
Chapter 4
Reliability
This chapter is concerned with the noise susceptibility issues which especially plague PCL
and other precharged circuit forms. The goal is to develop a buffer cell with enough noise
immunity to be included in designs with other circuit forms without imposing any requirements
on nearby circuitry, the wiring of input and output, the placement of the cell, or the system
as a whole. First, the canonical sources of on-chip noise and the vulnerability of PCL to them
are discussed. It is shown that some simple considerations of the layout of the buffer cell are
adequate to protect the internal nodes and buffer stages from noise sources. The last two
sections deal with the special requirements of the input and output nodes.
4.1 Noise Susceptibility
PCL, like other dynamic circuit forms, is especially vulnerable to noise sources such as supply
bounce and signal coupling for two reasons. Precharged nodes are in a high impedance state
after precharge devices are turned off. This means that these nodes are not actively held at
their intended voltages except by small keeper devices, so voltage disturbances are not quickly
dissipated. Second, because precharged nodes begin to lose their charge when forward devices
turn on, noise margins are equal to device threshold voltages instead of approximately half
the supply voltage as is the case for evenly ratioed static inverters. This is usually a factor of
3 or 4 lower noise margin.
The important sources of on-chip noise in digital CMOS circuits are supply noise and
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Figure 4-1: Supply variations due to noise can easily cause precharged stages to falsely trigger.
If vdd2 is one p-threshold or more above node A, the second stage will mistakenly charge its
output.
capacitive coupling between signal wires. In this case, supply noise can be either supply
bounce due to dl/dt and supply network inductance, or resistive voltage drops between distant
locations on a die. A canonical example of the vulnerability of precharged circuits to supply
noise, of either the inductive or resistive kind, is illustrated in Figure 4-1. The first stage
charges its output, node A, to vddl. If vdd2 is one p-threshold or more above the value of
vddl any time thereafter, the p-channel device in the second stage will not be turned off and
will prematurely charge up its output. A similar failure results if node A falls by at least a
p-threshold below vdd2 due to coupling from a nearby low going signal wire.
4.2 Ensuring Reliable Operation
Before discussing how the effects of supply and coupling noise can be controlled, it is worth
noting several reliability issues of arbitrary precharged networks which are not present at all
in buffers.
* There are no charge sharing problems in buffers because, unlike NAND structures, they
have no stacked devices and the associated intermediate nodes between them.
* Pulse widths are not data dependent, as with NOR structures in which the delay of a
stage is a function of the number of active inputs.
* No latching or careful timing design is required to ensure adequate pulse overlaps and
widths of multiple inputs.
* No separate completion detectors are required as with logic networks. For example, the
output of a NAND stage cannot serve as the reset signal for previous stages since the
output will only trigger if all the inputs have triggered.
4.2.1 Protecting Internal Nodes
One of the main tools used to achieve reliable operation of the PCL buffers, on par with fully
complementary static CMOS circuits, is the careful layout of the PCL buffer stages relative
to each other. The simple and natural restriction placed on the layout of the buffers is that
all the stages be laid out side by side and separately from other logic. That is, a buffer will
be laid out as a single unit, and not intermixed from stage to stage with other devices or
signals. The key effects of this restriction are to protect internal nodes of the buffer from large
amounts of coupling to extraneous signals and to keep the supply connections of the stages
close together.
By laying out a buffer as a compact unit, coupling to the internal nodes is controlled in
two ways. The length of wiring between stages is kept to a minimum while the exposure to
extraneous wiring is limited to signals which may be routed overhead. The combined effect is
to largely eliminate coupling to internal nodes. In a typical layout, the longest wires are the
reset signals routed from the head of the buffer back to earlier stages. In the worst case, if
coupling to these wires might still be too large for a particular layout, the area overhead can
be set to be a keep out area for general routing. Worst case voltage swings due to coupling for
any wire can be determined from parasitic coupling data versus the loading of the node, and
the voltage swings on the other signals (usually the supply voltage). Induced swings should
be kept well below device threshold voltages, so that subthreshold currents in large forward
devices cannot overwhelm any small keeper devices.
Of course, the internal signals will also have coupling to each other. However, this is
a purely local problem which can be addressed simply with extra spacing between sensitive
signals or even intermediary shielding wires, without impacting a design outside of the buffer
cell.
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Figure 4-2: Bulk to gate capacitance closely couples the gates and sources of forward devices
in the buffer, preventing false triggering as a result of supply noise.
By keeping the supply connections of the buffer stages close together, the problem of
voltage differences between stages is eliminated. Within the buffer, the effect of supply noise
is limited to the supplies of all the stages bouncing together. Perhaps surprisingly, PCL buffer
stages are quite tolerant of this kind of noise.
For example, consider a positive step disturbance in the VDD supply of the buffer stages
shown in Figure 4-2. Coupling to the bulk of p-channel devices causes the voltage on node A to
track the supply disturbance. This prevents the forward device in the second stage, device P2,
from turning on and falsely triggering subsequent stages of the chain. The coupling is mostly
due to the bulk to gate coupling of device P2 itself, with some additional contribution from the
bulk to drain coupling of the reset device in the first stage (labeled Pl). The most significant
coupling of node A to ground is via the bulk to drain parasitic of the forward n-channel device
in the first stage (device N1). This parasitic is relatively small, for two reasons, and does
not significantly hamper node A's tracking of the positive supply. Proper layout (using back
to back transistor fingers) can minimize drain parasitics by largely eliminating drain sidewall
capacitance. Second, device N1 is smaller than device P2 by the interstage scale up factor of
the buffer.
While the output of the second stage, node B, is not falsely charged by the forward device,
some noise is coupled to it as well. This coupling is due to the bulk to drain parasitic of
device P2. In this case, however, the much larger bulk to gate capacitance of the third stage
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n-channel forward device (labeled N3) pins the voltage of node B close to ground. Symmetric
effects prevent false triggering due to noise in the ground supply. In summary, the gates of all
forward devices (as well as reset devices) are overwhelmingly coupled to their own bulk and
therefore to their source terminals. This is due to a combination of the topology of connections
at each node, the scale up of devices in succeeding stages of a buffer, and the large intrinsic
bulk to gate capacitances of MOS devices. Because of the tight gate to source coupling, these
devices are prevented from turning on as a result of supply noise. SPICE simulations with
supply step disturbances as high as 2 volts show no false triggering in the PCL buffers.
4.2.2 Protecting the Input
The same noise susceptibility exists at the input as in the rest of the buffer. If the buffer can
be placed near the input source, reliable operation at the input can be achieved in the same
way as for the internal nodes. In applications where the buffer and the input source may be
separated by an arbitrary distance, a single complementary inverter can be used as the first
stage of the buffer. The inverter is used as a high noise margin receiver and acts to rereference
the input signal to the local supplies. All precharged stages are protected from the long input
wire and distant supply variations at the cost of some additional latency.
4.2.3 Coupling to the Output
Noise is of less concern at the output of the buffer since it is best dealt with at the inputs of
circuits on the receiving end of the buffered signal, just as noise is dealt with at the input of
the buffer itself. However, some comments can be made about the special circumstances of
coupling to heavily loaded signals.
If the output node of the buffer is a lone signal, such as a timing signal, not part of a bus,
its heavy loading makes it relatively invulnerable to uncorrelated, stray coupling. However,
coupling into the output from the load itself can be dangerous if it occurs after the pulses at
the final buffer stage terminate. The output is then in a high impedance state and coupled
disturbances cannot be dissipated. This is not a problem for clock networks where the loads
switch at the clock edge (edge triggered flip-flops for example), while the buffer is still actively
driving the network. However, it can be a problem for precharge signals to dynamic circuits
which can switch some time after the precharge clock's turn-off edge.
If the output is part of a bus of signals, the coupling between bus wires may be of concern
since it is common for bus wires to be routed together, closely packed, for long distances.
The inter-bit coupling is only of concern, however, if the bits switch at different times. If the
bits switch together, which is the common case, the coupling occurs while the buffers are still
active and presents no difficulty, as above.
Among the most vulnerable cases is the use of the unmodified buffer (without the static
output stage used to drive resistive loads) as a pad driver, even for outputs which are purely
capacitive loads. While an off-chip wire presents a heavy load to on-chip circuitry, the wire is
subject to the same loading and coupling conditions as every other wire in the off-chip signaling
medium. In typical media, such as PC boards, the wire can have significant coupling to other
individual wires which in the general case can switch while the output driver is in the high
impedance state and cannot dissipate any resulting disturbances. Therefore, in applications
where guarantees cannot be made regarding the off-chip coupling conditions, the use of the
capacitive load buffer as pad driver is not recommended.
Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, precharged buffering circuits have been used to gain latency advantages over
conventional static buffers. At the same time, the buffers retain static signaling conventions
externally and enough robustness is provided for these buffers to be mixed in straightforwardly
with conventional circuit blocks. These properties should make the buffers useful in standard
cell, ASIC, or similar non-custom applications, as well as any full custom applications which
call for static signaling conventions.
Timing robustness is provided in the precharged buffers through the use of self-timed
circuits which eliminates the need for carefully timed external clocking. Robustness to supply
and signal noise is provided through a combination of careful layout and the use of an input
inverter as a high noise margin receiving stage. The most serious impediment to the complete
transparency of the underlying precharged circuits is the necessity for input latching when
glitches are of concern.
While buffering is admittedly a simple example, it is hoped that similar techniques can
be used with multi-input logic functions to take advantage of high performance logic families
while designing robust and modular circuit blocks.
Appendix A
Latency Comparison Simulations
This Appendix shows the simulations used to compare the latencies of conventional static
and PCL buffers. The simulations are performed using HSPICE with Level 28 models of the
typical 1/i-drawn-channel-length process used to fabricate the test chip. All inputs are driven
by inverters the same size as the buffer input stages, or the equivalent input loading in the
case of the PCL buffers. The output loads are inverters of the same size as the final buffer
stages, in all cases. Latencies are measured from 50% of input to 50% of output.
The static buffers are optimized with respect to number of stages and interstage scale up
factor in the conventional way. Output rise and fall times are arbitrarily chosen to be equal
which fixes the ratio of P and N device widths in the last stage. The P to N ratios could be
optimized for latency in earlier stages of the buffer. In this case, the ratio could be ramped
up towards the last stage of the buffer to provide equal rise and fall times on the output.
However, this second order optimization is negligible even for the largest buffer used and is
omitted.
A first order model for optimizing the scale up of PCL stages can be straightforwardly
derived following the same procedure as with complementary buffer stages. The derivation is
also analogous to that of optimal P to N device ratios in complementary buffers. If the total
buffer delay, D is modeled as:
D = N(kpapc + kna,)
where N is the number of P and N buffer stages (assumed equal for simplicity), ap and an
are the scale up factors for P and N stages, and kP and kn are P and N device fanout to delay
ratios. The total buffer scale up S is then:
S =(apa )N
In SN =
In apaYn
and
In S(kpap + kna,)D=
In apa n
Minimizing with respect to both ap and an gives the two equations:
nkpap + knan kpa, + kan
In ap - ~ k
xkap knca
which gives:
kpap = knan
In apan = 2
ap = / e an = Vkp/kn e
The solution has the same qualitative behavior as that of the complementary case, with
the total buffer delay varying fairly slowly near the minimum. The model above treats delay
as linear with the fanout which does not account for the output loading of the driving devices
themselves. Therefore, the actual minimums are somewhat higher than calculated above.
Further, because of the smaller predicted ap, the discrepancy is greater for the P stages, so it
is also expected that the optimal as to ap ratio is smaller than calculated.
The schematics below show all device sizes used in the compared buffers. Widths are in
units of microns with the process effective channel length being about .8 microns. The PCL
buffer schematics do not include all the keeper devices.
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Figure A-1: Static and PCL buffers with total scale up factor 10.
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Figure A-2: Static and PCL buffers with total scale up factor 20.
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Figure A-3: Static and PCL buffers with total scale up factor 100.
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Figure A-4: Static and PCL buffers with total scale up factor 500.
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Figure A-5: Static and PCL buffers with total scale up factor 1000.
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